October 22

1:00 Kickoff - Bruce Carmichael - NCAR


2:15 – 2:30 Break


5:00 Adjourn For the Day

October 23

8:00 – 8:30 Gather for Coffee

8:30 – 9:30 Airport/Terminal Weather Operations - Josh Paurus – Minneapolis Airports, Matthias Steiner - NCAR, Rick Curtis – Southwest Airlines, Nick Demetriades - Vaisala

9:30 – 9:45 Break


11:45 – 12:45 Lunch


1:45 – 2:00 Break

2:00 – 3:00 Quantification of Benefits - Rick Curtis – Southwest Airlines, Bryce Ford - SpectraSensors

3:00 – 4:00 HEMS and G/A Safety - Rex Alexander – National EMS Pilots Association Emeritus, Melissa Rudinger – AOPA, Mike Glasgow – Lockheed Martin

4:00 Adjourn